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Abstract A number of different multiscale methods
have been developed as a robust alternative to upscal-
ing and as a means for accelerated reservoir simulation
of high-resolution geomodels. In their basic setup, mul-
tiscale methods use a restriction operator to construct
a reduced system of flow equations on a coarser grid,
and a prolongation operator to map pressure unknowns
from the coarse grid back to the original simulation
grid. The prolongation operator consists of basis func-
tions computed numerically by solving localized flow
problems. One can use the resulting multiscale solver
both as a CPR-preconditioner in fully implicit simula-
tors or as an efficient approximate iterative linear solver
in a sequential setting. The latter approach has been
successful implemented in a commercial simulator. Re-
cently, we have shown that you can obtain significantly
faster convergence if you instead of using a single pair
of prolongation-restriction operators apply a sequence
of such operators, where some of the operators adapt to
faults, fractures, facies, or other geobodies. Herein, we
present how you can accelerate the convergence even
further, if you also include additional basis functions
that capture local changes in the pressure.
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1 Introduction
A problem is said to have a multiscale character if it is
governed by parameters or mechanisms that act across
a wide range of spatial or temporal scales. In many ap-
plications there is a clear separation between local pro-
cesses taking place on a microscale and the macroscale
behavior of the whole system. Flow in porous media
does not have a clear scale separation, which can be
seen from the elliptic Poisson equations, ∇·(K∇p) = q,
modelling single-phase, incompressible flow. Here, K
represents rock permeability and has a multiscale struc-
ture in the sense that spatial variations are character-
ized by a wide spectrum of length scales. Over the past
decade, we have seen a large number of so-called multi-
scale methods [14, 8] that try to systematically account
for small-scale variations and incorporate them in ellip-
tic Poisson solvers formulated on a coarser scale. This
is done by a pair of restriction and prolongation op-
erators that restrict properties defined on a fine grid
onto a coarse partition of the grid and map quantities
from the coarse partition onto the fine grid, respectively.
The prolongation operator is formed from a set of ba-
sis functions, computed numerically by solving localized
versions of the original flow problem.
Multiscale methods were originally developed as a
robust alternative to upscaling, which only represents
subscale variations through a homogenized coefficient
K∗. Multiscale methods not only produce reduced mod-
els for computing flow solutions on a coarser grid, but
the basis functions represent a systematic means to
propagate this solution to define approximate solutions
on fine or intermediate scales. More important, these
methods offer a natural way to accelerate multiphase
flow simulations by reusing basis functions from one
step to the next. For this, it is particularly important
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that the approximate pressure is monotone and that
fluxes are mass conservative. Many multiscale methods
have been proposed for incompressible flow on Carte-
sian grids or grids consisting of simplices, but only a few
methods can provide realistic simulations of real hydro-
carbon assets; see [26] for a more detailed discussion.
To this end, a multiscale method must handle complex
flow physics and the rough, unstructured grids that are
usually encountered in simulation models. To simulate
real assets, one also has to incorporate models of wells
and surface facilities, with accompanying strategies for
controlling the injection and production of fluids, and
implement robust nonlinear solvers and time-stepping
strategies.
Realistic flow physics is described by two main classes
of models on the reservoir scale. Black-oil type mod-
els lump the chemical hydrocarbon species into two
pseudo-components (a light gas component and a heav-
ier oil component) that can mix and appear in a liquid
oleic and/or a gaseous phase at reservoir conditions.
Compositional simulators represent individual chemical
species (or a wider range of pseudo-components) of hy-
drocarbons (and solvents) and use an equation of state
to compute densities and fluid compositions at equi-
librium states. In many cases, one can split the model
equations into a flow equation for pressure and fluxes
and a set of transport equations for saturations and
compositions. These two are then solved consecutively
in separate steps. First, the flow equation is solved while
keeping saturations/concentrations fixed, and then the
transport equations are solved with fixed pressures and
fluxes [42, 37]. Flow equations typically have a certain
elliptic character, whereas transport equations tend to
be strongly hyperbolic [4]. A sequential approach makes
it easy to use different discretizations and solvers for the
two types of equations, and, in particular, offers a nat-
ural way to incorporate multiscale methods developed
for (elliptic) flow equations. Sequential solutions can re-
duce computational costs significantly but also lead to
inaccurate solutions that fail to resolve the correct cou-
pling between pressure and the other variables. This can
to a large degree be mitigated by adding outer iterations
over the flow equation and transport equation steps
[16]. This approach is used in state-of-the-art multiscale
solvers and has produced good results for challenging
black-oil [28, 18, 19, 26, 3] and compositional cases [31].
In some cases, the best way to resolve couplings between
flow and transport is nevertheless to use a fully implicit
discretization and solve for all variables simultaneously.
The resulting system of discrete equations is usually
ill-conditioned and requires special solution strategies.
One can use the sequential splitting procedure as an
initial guess for the fully implicit system. Couplings be-
tween pressure and other variables are chiefly local [22]
and one can reduce the fully implicit system signifi-
cantly by use of certain indicators for the splitting er-
ror [30]. So-called constrained-pressure-residual (CPR)
methods [39, 40] constitute another popular approach.
In CPR, one computes an inexpensive estimate to a
reduced elliptic ’pressure’ equation and uses this as a
preconditioner for the full linearized system in an it-
erative Newton–Raphson type solution procedure. In
early 2013, our group conducted the first tests with
the multiscale finite-volume method [15] as a solver for
the CPR step in a fully implicit black-oil simulator.
With our prototype MATLAB simulator, we observed
approximately 50% reduction in computational costs
for the two-phase SPE 10 benchmark [5] and approxi-
mately 30% reduction for a refined version of the three-
phase SPE 1 benchmark [32]. This was much less than
we hoped for, and results were never published. Cusini
et al. [7] later reported results from a more in-depth
study. Herein, we go back and revisit this idea, this
time with a more robust multiscale solver, the multi-
scale restriction-smoothed basis (MsRSB) method [29],
which has been developed to handle the type of com-
plex, unstructured grids encountered in contemporary
simulation models.
Reservoir models generally adapt to surfaces that
describe both the external and internal geology. This
gives highly deformed and skew cell geometries with
high aspect ratios and large variations in interface ar-
eas. Experience shows that the coarse partition used in
multiscale methods should try to preserve the strati-
graphic architecture and the stratigraphy as closely as
possible and thus adapt to faults, major fractures, and
internal stratigraphic layering. Petrophysical properties
usually form a cell-wise representation of volumetric el-
ements like depositional environments, flow units, chan-
nels, and lobes from an underlying geological model.
Preserving these may be important to maximize the
accuracy of the reduced, coarse-scale equations. Gen-
erating a single coarse partition that takes all these
constraints into account is very challenging and sel-
dom possible. However, this is fortunately not neces-
sary, since multiscale methods like the MsRSB method
are usually both robust and relatively accurate for a
wide variety of coarse partitions. On the other hand,
Lie et al. [25] recently demonstrated how one can im-
prove the convergence rate for the pressure problem
significantly by using multiple restriction/prolongation
operators, where each operator targets specific geologi-
cal features or provides increased resolution near wells.
In this work, we investigate whether we can apply the
same ideas to the CPR pressure preconditioner to im-
prove convergence rates for the full system. We also
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discuss how to honor strong couplings between pressure
and the other unknowns by use of dynamically adapted
basis functions that capture local pressure changes. We
demonstrate the new ideas on examples ranging from
simple conceptual models to a WAG scenario posed on
a realistic shallow-marine reservoir model.
2 Model equations
For a fluid with an aqueous phase and two hydrocarbon
phases made up of Nc components, we state conserva-
tion of mass for component β as follows
∂
∂t
(φ [ρwSwXwβ + ρoSoXoβ + ρvSvXvβ ])
+∇ · (ρwXwβvw + ρoXoβvo + ρvXvβvv) = qβ .
(1)
Here, ρα and Sα are the mass density and saturation
of phase α, Xαβ is the mass fraction of component β in
phase α, whereas qβ is the source/sink term of compo-
nent β. The Darcy phase velocities vα read
vα = −krα
µα
K (∇pα − ραg∇z) , (2)
where µα and pα denote viscosity and pressure of phase
α, φ and K the rock porosity and permeability, krα
models the reduced permeability experienced by one
phase in the presence of another, g is the gravity ac-
celeration, and z is the vertical coordinate. In most
cases, the water component only appears in the aqueous
phase, so that Xw,β = 1 if β is the water component,
and thermodynamic equilibrium is determined by the
fugacity balance between liquid and vapor for each of
the hydrocarbon components:
foβ(p, T,Xo1, . . . , XoNc) = f
v
β (p, T,Xv1, . . . , XvNc).
The system is closed by assuming that the phases oc-
cupy the entire pore space, and that the mass fractions
sum to unity for each phase:
Sw + So + Sv = 1,
Nc∑
β=1
Xαβ = 1, α = w, o, v.
Finally, the phase pressures are related to each other
through capillary pressure equations on the form
po = pw + Pcow(Sw, So), pv = po + Pcvo(So, Sv).
The type of multiscale methods considered herein
were originally developed to solve Poisson type equa-
tions arising in incompressible flow models. Let us there-
fore explicitly state the corresponding flow equation for
the special case of a two-phase model with an aqueous
and a liquid phase. Assuming that each phase only con-
sists of a single component, we can sum the conserva-
tion equations (1) and use the fact that the saturations
sum to unity to derive the following elliptic equation
for the fluid pressure,
∇ ·
(
1
µo
[
kro +
µo
µw
krw
]
K∇po
)
= q
−∇ ·
(
kro
µo
K∇Pcow + ρo
µo
[
kro +
ρw
ρo
µo
µw
krw
]
gK∇z
)
.
(3)
This equation is coupled to a hyperbolic (or parabolic)
saturation equation through the phase mobilities λα =
krα/µα and the capillary pressure function Pcow. In the
special case of linear relative permeabilities and equal
viscosities, the viscous term does not depend on satura-
tion and reduces to the single-phase case v = 1µoK∇po.
For fixed relative permeabilities, the coupling depends
on the viscosity ratio. A similar relation holds for the
gravity term: the coupling vanishes for linear relative
permeabilities and equal viscosities and densities, but
depends in the general case on the viscosity and density
ratios.
3 Discrete equations
We introduce a grid with cells {Ωi}Ni=1, use backward
Euler for the temporal discretization, and integrate over
each cell in space using the divergence theorem and the
midpoint rule to obtain the following discrete form of
(1):
F iβ = A
i
β +
∑
j∈N (i)
Gi,jβ −Qiβ = 0, i = 1, . . . , N, (4)
where
Aiβ =
∑
α=w,o,v
Aiα,β , (Accumulation) (5)
Gi,jβ =
∑
α=w,o,v
Gi,jα,β , (Intercell fluxes) (6)
Qiβ =
∆t
|Ωi| (qβ)
n+1
i . (Sources/sinks) (7)
Accumulation and intercell flux for each phase read
Aiα,β = (φραSαXαβ)
n+1
i − (φραSαXαβ)ni ,
Gi,jα,β =
∆t
|Ωi| |Γij | (ραXαβvα · n)
n+1
ij .
Subscript i refers to values in cell Ωi with bulk volume
|Ωi|, subscript ij refers to interface values at interface
Γij with area |Γij |, and superscript n refers to the time
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step. The set N (i) consists of indices to all cells shar-
ing a common interface with cell i. As is standard in
reservoir simulation, we use a two-point approximation
for the flux terms and single-point upstream evaluation
for the interface mobilities, see e.g., [23] for details, al-
though other choices are equally possible.
To write the discrete system in matrix form, we first
use a Schur complement reduction to remove well equa-
tions and closure relations local to each cell. This gives
a system of Nc × N equations, with N cell pressures
and (Nc − 1) ×N additional non-pressure variables as
unknowns:
F = (F1, . . . ,FNc)
T
= (F 11 , . . . , F
N
1 , . . . , F
1
Nc , . . . , F
N
Nc)
T , Nc ×N
x = (x1,x2, . . . ,xNc)
= (p1, . . . , pN , N
x12, . . . , x
N
2 , . . . , x
1
Nc , . . . , x
N
Nc), (Nc − 1)×N
which we can write more compactly as F = (Fp,Fs)
T
and x = (xp,xs)
T
. We can now write the system (4) as
F(x) = 0 and use Taylor expansion around x,
F(x +∆x) = F(x) + J∆x +O(|∆x|2),
where J = ∂F/∂x is the Jacobian matrix of F. Neglect-
ing higher-order terms, we obtain the Newton–Raphson
method
xk+1 = xk +∆xk, −J(xk)∆xk = F(xk).
4 Preconditioning: the constrained pressure
residual (CPR) method
We write the linearized Newton system in block matrix
form as
−
[
Jpp Jps
Jsp Jss
] [
∆xp
∆xs
]
=
[
Fp
Fs
]
. (8)
In most cases, (8) contains so many unknowns that we
must use an iterative linear solver, whose convergence
depends highly on the spectrum of the matrix. There
are two main factors that contribute to impede conver-
gence: the mixed elliptic–hyperbolic character of the
flow equations, which makes pressure a strong variable,
and large aspect ratios and variations in rock proper-
ties, which give high condition numbers. An effective
preconditioning strategy [22] is thus required to en-
sure the effectiveness of the iterative solver. Herein, we
apply a so-called constrained-pressure-residual (CPR)
method [39, 40, 10], which relies on an inexpensive es-
timate of the pressure update ∆xp as an initial guess
for the solution to the entire system.
The first step in a CPR method is to decouple (8)
into a system on the form
−
[
J∗pp J
∗
ps
Jsp Jss
] [
∆xp
∆xs
]
=
[
F∗p
Fs
]
,
where the matrix product (J∗pp)
−1J∗ps is sufficiently small
so that the solution to J∗pp∆xp = F
∗
p is a reasonable
approximation to the pressure. In addition to reducing
the coupling strength, the decoupling should ultimately
[35]
– reduce the condition number of the overall system;
– reduce the condition number of the block Jpp;
– render J∗pp and J
∗
ss as M-matrices;
– be computationally inexpensive to perform.
Popular decoupling strategies include alternate-block
factorization (ABF) [2], IMPES and quasi-IMPES (IM-
plicit Pressure, Explicit Saturation) [6, 21], and dy-
namic row sum (DRS) [10]. Herein, we follow the IM-
PES and quasi-IMPES approaches. Like most of the
decoupling methods described in the literature, these
two methods utilize the fact that couplings between
pressure and the other quantities are chiefly local [22].
Algebraically, this implies that the diagonal terms of
the coupling block Jps dominate the off-diagonal terms.
Thus, since we only seek an approximation to the pres-
sure update, it is sufficient to reduce diagonal coupling
terms of Jps. The IMPES decoupling amounts to find-
ing weights wβ = (wβ,1, . . . , wβ,N )
T so that the deriva-
tives of the accumulation terms with respect to non-
pressure variables cancel:
Nc∑
β=1
Wβ
∂Aβ
∂xk
= 0, k = 2, . . . , Nc.
Here, Wβ is a diagonal matrix with (Wβ)ii = wβ,i, and
Aβ = (A
1
β , . . . , A
N
β ) is the vector of accumulation terms
for the β-th component, as defined in (5). The quasi-
IMPES approach aims to eliminate all couplings be-
tween pressure and non-pressure variables in the same
cell:
Nc∑
β=1
Wβ diag
(
∂Fβ
∂xk
)
= 0, k = 2, . . . , Nc,
where diag(∂Fβ/∂xk) refers to the diagonal of the Ja-
cobian block ∂Fβ/∂xk. In either case, the decoupling
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procedure amounts to solving a system on the form
MT2,1 . . . M
T
2,Nc
...
. . .
...
MTNc,1 . . . M
T
Nc,Nc
I . . . I


w1
...
...
wNc
 =

0
...
0
1
 ,
where Mk,β =
{∂Aβ
∂xk
IMPES,
diag
(
∂Fβ
∂xk
)
quasi-IMPES,
and then premultiply J and F by
W =

W1 . . . WNc
0 I . . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . . I
 , where (Wβ)ii = wβ,i.
The CPR method presumes that the solution to the
elliptic pressure equation dominates the solution to the
full system. When this is not the case, CPR may not be
beneficial at all. Gries et al. [10] describes a heuristic
approach to turn off two-stage preconditioning when
the coupling is stronger than a given threshold.
5 Multiscale methods
In this section, we briefly describe the framework of al-
gebraic multiscale methods, before we discuss how to
apply such methods as pressure solvers in the CPR
method. Consider a discrete and linearized pressure equa-
tion on the form
Ap = q, (9)
defined over a fine grid {Ωi}Ni=1 that incorporates all de-
tails of the geological model. Multiscale methods start
from a coarse partition {Ωci }Mi=1 of the fine grid consist-
ing of M < N blocks defined so that each cell Ωi in the
fine grid belongs to a single block Ωcj in the coarse grid.
We then associate basis functions that map the pres-
sure degrees of freedom on the coarse grid to degrees
of freedom on the fine grid. We can collect the basis
functions in a prolongation operator P : {Ωcj} → {Ωi}
and express it in matrix form as an N ×M matrix P.
Element i, j of P is the value of the jth basis function in
the ith cell. Given a coarse-scale approximation pc, we
can now compute an approximation to the fine-scale
pressure by prolongation of pc back to the fine grid,
p ≈ Ppc. Analogously, we define a restriction opera-
tor R : {Ωi} → {Ωcj} that maps quantities from the
fine grid onto the coarse blocks. We write this operator
in matrix form as an M × N matrix R. To form a re-
duced linear system on the coarse grid, we substitute p
by Ppc in (9) and multiply by the restriction operator
from the left on both sides of the equation,
(RAP)pc = Rq, or Acpc = qc. (10)
To be feasible, any pair of operators (P,R) should fulfill
the following three requirements [25]:
1. Both operators are defined over the same non-overlapping
coarse partition of the fine grid. Each column of P
constitutes a basis function, and is associated with
a coarse grid block.
2. The support of each basis function is compact and
must contain the associated coarse block. In other
words, the support region Sj of the jth basis func-
tion must satisfy the following conditions: Ωcj ⊂
Sj ⊂ ∪Mk=1Ωck
3. The columns of P and the rows of R must form
partitions of unity over the fine grid; that is, each
row of P has unit row sum and each column of R
has unit column sum.
Specific multiscale methods differ in the way they define
the prolongation and restriction operators. This type of
method was first proposed by Hou and Wu [14] and has
later been developed in many different directions, see
[26] for a review focused on methods that could be ap-
plicable to practical reservoir simulation. The main con-
tenders used to be the multiscale finite-volume (MsFV)
method [15] and the multiscale mixed finite-element
(MsMFE) method [1], but these have later been su-
perseded by the multiscale restriction-smoothed basis
(MsRSB) method [29]. The mixed method is formu-
lated for an extended mixed hybrid system that also
contains unknowns for phase fluxes and pressures at
cell interfaces.
How one should interpret (10) depends on the choice
of operators. For the restriction operator, a natural
choice is to set R = PT , which corresponds to a Galerkin
coarse-scale discretization. This does not give a locally
mass-conservative scheme on the coarse scale, and is
consequently not a good choice in a standalone solver
for the pressure equation. If fine-scale fluxes are needed,
it is better to use a finite-volume operator that sums
the entries of the corresponding cells for each block.
Herein, we use multiscale as a preconditioner [41] and
ensure mass conservation by converging the full system.
Galerkin restriction is then the preferable choice, since
it preserves the (hopefully) symmetric and M-matrix
properties of the fine-scale pressure matrix. Figure 1
depicts the multiscale solution procedure, which we can
interpret as a two-level algebraic multigrid method, al-
beit with a very large coarsening ratio.
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R A P pc = R q
Ac = RAP
p = Ppc qc = Rq
Basis function Restriction and prolongation operators
R
P
P
Multiscale solution
pc = A
−1
c qc p = Ppc
Coarse gridFine grid
Fig. 1 Illustration of the multiscale solution procedure. The middle section shows how the full system reduces to Acpc = qc.
In the upper right corner, we see how the restriction and prolongation operators map between the two scales. In the upper left
corner, one of the basis functions is depicted in physical space and in vector form as it appears in the restriction and prolongation
operators as a row or column. The solution procedure is shown at the bottom, where we first obtain the coarse-scale pressure
by solving the reduced system, and then prolongate it onto the fine grid to obtain the fine-scale pressure solution.
5.1 Iterative multiscale multibasis solver
As in standard multigrid theory [38], the multiscale
solution typically resolves global low-frequency errors
quite effectively, but contains local high-frequency er-
rors due to the localization introduced to define basis
functions. It is therefore natural to cast the multiscale
method in an iterative framework [11, 41] and combine
the multiscale solver with a smoothing step that aims to
remove high-frequency errors. One iteration then con-
sists of two steps:
xk+1/2 = xk + S(A,q−Axk),
xk+1 = xk+1/2 + PA−1c R(q−Axk+1/2),
where S(A,b) denotes a function that performs one or
more smoothing operations, e.g., incomplete LU factor-
ization.
The initial convergence rate of such a two-stage mul-
tiscale preconditioner is typically satisfactory, but de-
teriorates when the error is made up of intermediate-
frequency modes that are neither reduced by the smoother
nor the multiscale step. When used as pressure solver in
a CPR method, convergence to a strict tolerance is not
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necessary, and we are instead interested in reducing the
error as much as possible using only one or a few iter-
ations. Lie et al. [25] previously showed that the initial
reduction can be accelerated significantly if we instead
of using basis functions associated with a single coarse
partition use a sequence of prolongation/restriction op-
erators associated with different coarse partitions that
each targets specific features of the flow field and/or
the geological model. In particular, we define a set of
prolongation operators {P 1, . . . , PNp} and restriction
operators {R1, . . . , RNp} that each corresponds to a
(unique) coarse grid {Ωci }M`i=1 and satisfies requirements
1 to 3 above. This yields an iterative multiscale multi-
basis method on the form
xk+(2`−1)/2Np = xk+(`−1)/Np
+ S`(A,q−Axk+(`−1)/Np),
xk+`/Np = xk+(2`−1)/2Np
+ P`(A`c)
−1R`(q−Axk+(2`−1)/2Np).
(11)
Employing a nested sequence of coarse partitions to
capture different error modes is the standard approach
in algebraic multigrid methods. In our case, the coarse
partitions are all defined relative to the original fine
grid and are not necessarily nested.
Careful analysis of many simulation cases have lead
us to the following three observations:
(O1) Multiscale operators defined for partitions that cover
the entire domain evenly will usually resolve the
global pressure (as given by the CPR pressure equa-
tion) quite accurately, but may introduce local er-
rors that stem from localization of the basis func-
tions. Such errors typically arise when the support of
the basis function contains barriers or regions with
distinctively different flow properties, or are the re-
sult of significant changes in the drive mechanisms.
(O2) Local errors introduced by geological variations, or
in near-well regions, can be more effectively reduced
by coarse partitions that adapt to these spatial fea-
tures.
(O3) Differences between the CPR pressure and the true
pressure tend to arise because of inexact decoupling
of the pressure equation. This effect increases with
the coupling strength and typically gives temporal
errors located near propagating displacement fronts.
By adapting partitions to dynamic changes in the
pressure update, or saturations and/or mass frac-
tions, one can hope to obtain multiscale operators
that resolve this coupling better.
With these observations in mind, we herein consider
three types of multiscale basis functions:
General: The type of partition one would use to upscale
the model and/or form a coarse-scale discretization;
that is, a partition with small variations in block
sizes. Such partitions can be rectilinear/structured,
or generated by a graph partitioning algorithm [17],
possibly with transmissibilities as the connection
strength to minimize the permeability variation in-
side each block. In any configuration, our multiscale
solvers will use at least one such partition with a
prolongation operator generated from MsRSB basis
functions.
Static: Partitions constructed to target specific features
in the geocellular model. These partitions could be
constructed by increasing the coarse-grid resolution
near features of interest such as fractures and well
paths, and/or by ensuring that block interfaces fol-
low geological layers, fault surfaces, boundaries be-
tween different rock types, flow units, and deposi-
tional environments, etc. One effective way to gen-
erate such partitions is to agglomerate cells into
blocks according to user-defined cell/face indicators
and partitioning rules [13, 12, 24, 23]. Several par-
tition examples are shown in [25]. We use MsRSB
basis functions to define the resulting operators.
Dynamic: Basis functions designed to target dynamic
couplings between pressure and saturations/mass
fractions, i.e., the non-elliptic character of the pres-
sure update. Such couplings are usually manifested
as sharp transitions in the pressure updates across
fluid interfaces. These partitions can be constructed
using information (e.g., pressure update, velocity,
saturations/mass fractions) from earlier nonlinear
iterations. Herein, we either construct partitions by
tracking displacement fronts, or by assigning cells
into bins according to the magnitude of their pres-
sure update from a previous nonlinear iteration. We
use constant basis functions to construct the corre-
sponding prolongation operators.
We typically compute general and static partitions
and corresponding basis functions during a preprocess-
ing step. Basis functions can also be updated locally
during the simulation to account for changing reser-
voir/fluid properties and driving forces by iterating a
few times extra on the localized (elliptic) residual equa-
tions that define the MsRSB basis functions. The dy-
namic partitions must be recomputed during the sim-
ulation to account for the movement of fluids. This
operation is not very computationally expensive, since
it essentially consists of comparing two or more float-
ing point numbers per cell and assigning each cell to a
coarse block (i.e., setting an integer number in a par-
tition vector). The optimal frequency for recomputing
these partitions is obviously a trade-off between accu-
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General Static Dynamic
Fig. 2 Examples of different types of basis functions. General basis functions are defined over a structured partition, the
static partition traces a major fracture inside the domain, and the dynamic partition is based on ∆p. The first two types are
constructed using MsRSB, whereas the dynamic partition uses constant basis functions.
rately capturing coupling between pressure and satu-
rations/mass fractions and minimizing computational
effort. Herein, we always use information (e.g., pressure
update/phase saturations/mass fractions) from the most
recent nonlinear iteration to compute dynamic basis
functions before the next nonlinear iteration. We sug-
gest the following update approach during a single time
step:
1. Before the first nonlinear iteration, compute new
dynamic basis functions based on information from
the last nonlinear iteration of the previous time step.
2. We also update the dynamic basis functions before
the second nonlinear iteration of the time step.
3. Before subsequent nonlinear iterations, we may also
update the dynamic basis functions at a given up-
date frequency.
This update approach is motivated by the fact that dur-
ing the solution to a time step, large regions of nonzero
Newton updates are usually resolved within the first few
iterations, and subsequent Newton updates are typi-
cally restricted to a small portion of the grid cells within
the same regions [34]. Figure 2 shows one basis function
for each of the three types of partitions.
5.2 Description of the solution procedure
One can combine the multiscale method with various
iterative methods to form the pressure step of CPR.
Herein, we either use a standard Richardson iteration,
or use the multiscale solver as a two-step preconditioner
in a Generalized Minimum Residual solver (GMRES)
[33]. The main steps in the solution procedure involved
in one nonlinear iteration are thus: (i) linearization to
obtain the linear system, (ii) decoupling to precondi-
tion the system for CPR, (iii) the predictor step in
which we approximate the pressure using an iterative
multiscale multibasis solver, and (iv) a correction step
in which we smooth the solution to the full system.
Figure 3 depicts the entire solution procedure.
6 Numerical examples
To test the effectiveness of the multiscale–multibasis
method introduced above, we have implemented it in
the open-source MATLAB Reservoir Simulation Tool-
box (MRST) [23, 20]. Our conceptual implementation
utilizes MATLAB quite efficiently, but is not yet fully
optimized and has certain overhead one would not ex-
pect to see in a fully optimized code written in a com-
piled language. We therefore assess the computational
efficiency in two steps: First, we present a number of
test cases to assess how effective the multiscale, multi-
basis solver is as a CPR preconditioner. In each test
case, we configure the approximate CPR solver to use
various combinations of general, static, and dynamic
partitions and then investigate which configuration re-
quires fewest linear steps to reach the prescribed linear
tolerance, averaged over all the nonlinear steps. Once
we have investigated how the use of multiple multiscale
bases affects the error reduction in the approximate
CPR preconditioner, we analyze the theoretical num-
ber of floating-point operations required for the vari-
ous stages of one linear iteration. Comparing the oper-
ational count for a multibasis preconditioner to a basic
setup with a single MsRSB basis then gives us an indi-
cation of the potential for speedup.
6.1 Example 1: Coupling strength
To study how the effect of using dynamic basis func-
tions depends on coupling strengths, we consider a sim-
ple incompressible two-phase model with an aqueous
and a liquid phase, each consisting of a single compo-
nent. Referring back to (3), we know that the coupling
between pressure and saturation is determined by the
viscosity ratio µw/µo, the density ratio ρw/ρo, and the
magnitude of the capillary pressure Pcow. The geolog-
ical model consists of a 42 × 22 subset from Layer 10
of Model 2 from the SPE10 benchmark [5], with the
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Fig. 3 Flow chart describing the entire solution procedure to advance the solution one time step. After linearization, the
linear system is decoupled. This gives a pressure block J∗pp with a typical elliptic structure, and a coupling block J∗ps with a
typical hyperbolic structure, as seen in the Decoupling box. The predictor step consists of one or a few cycles of the iterative
multiscale multibasis method, as described in Equation (11). To reduce high-frequency error modes, we apply a smoother
between each multiscale solution, indicated by an S in the Iterative multiscale multibasis solver box.
origin corresponding to cell (10, 110) in the full layer.
The reservoir is initially filled with the liquid phase,
and we inject one pore volume of the aqueous phase
through an injection well at the left boundary over a
period of four years. A producer operated a bottom-
hole pressure of 50 bars is placed at the right boundary.
A rectilinear 6 × 2 partition serves as the general ba-
sis (see Figure 4), and we use the pressure update ∆p
to generate dynamic basis functions. The incompress-
ible flow equation (3) is already elliptic and could be
solved directly without any CPR reduction, but herein
we use the general procedure outlined above. In our
experience, multiscale solvers based on Richardson it-
erations are more sensitive to the quality of the pre-
conditioner than solvers based on GMRES. We thus
use a Richardson-type solver to emphasize the effect of
adding a dynamic basis.
We neglect gravity and capillary forces, assume lin-
ear relative permeabilities for both phases, and let the
viscosity ratio µw/µo vary from 50/1 to 1/50, normal-
ized so that the less viscous phase has a viscosity of
1 cP. Figure 5 shows saturation profiles after 900 days
for selected viscosity ratios. We clearly see how the dy-
namic partitions shown in the right column of the figure
adapt to the saturation front for the two cases where
the injected fluid is more viscous. Figure 6 reports the
average number of linear iterations used for the dif-
ferent solvers, i.e., the number of iterations performed
internally in the Richardson/GMRES box in Figure 3
averaged over all the nonlinear iteration steps. We see
that adding a dynamic basis is beneficial in all cases ex-
cept with unit viscosity ratio. This is because pressure
and saturation in this case are completely decoupled,
and the negligible difference of 0.8 % comes only from
the smoothing iteration in the first step of (11). We
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Permeability (100 mD) Cartesian partition with MsRSB basis functions
Fig. 4 Permeability and general basis for Example 1.
µw/µo = 50/1
µw/µo = 2/1
µw/µo = 1/2
µw/µo = 1/50
Fig. 5 The left column shows saturation profiles after 900 days with four different viscosity ratios for Example 1. The right
column shows the corresponding dynamic partitions (black lines), with colors indicating the magnitude of the pressure update.
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Fig. 6 Average number of linear iterations per nonlinear iteration used by the three solvers for different viscosity ratios
in Example 1. Dp(1) indicates recomputation of dynamic basis functions before each nonlinear iteration, whereas Dp(Inf)
indicates recomputation before nonlinear iteration one and two. Percentages indicate the relative difference between the best
and worst performing solver.
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ρw/ρo = 50/1
ρw/ρo = 2/1
ρw/ρo = 1/2
ρw/ρo = 1/50
Fig. 7 The left column shows saturation profiles after 900 days for four different density ratios in Example 1. The right column
shows the corresponding dynamic partitions (black lines), with colors indicating the magnitude of the pressure update.
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Fig. 8 Average number of linear iterations per nonlinear iteration used by the three solvers for different density ratios in
Example 1. Dp(1) indicates that we recompute dynamic basis functions before each nonlinear iteration, whereas Dp(Inf)
indicates that we only recompute before nonlinear iteration one and two. Percentages indicate the relative difference between
the solvers with best and worst performance.
have also compared the effect of recomputing the dy-
namic basis functions before each nonlinear iteration
instead of only before the first and second iterations.
The solver with update before each iteration is denoted
Dp(1), whereas the solver with update before iteration
one and two is denoted Dp(Inf). Interestingly, we ob-
serve no reduction in the number of iterations by recom-
puting before each time step, and even an increase for
large viscosity ratios. A possible explanation to this is
that the last Newton updates of each time step are very
small in most of the domain, so that the construction
of dynamic partitions is influenced by noise.
Next, we set equal viscosities and look at the effect
of varying the density ratio in the presence of gravity;
that is, we vary the ratio ρw/ρo from 50/1 to 1/50, nor-
malized so that the less dense fluid has a density of 10
kg/m3. Gravity is aligned with the negative y-direction.
Figure 7 shows the saturations after 900 days for dif-
ferent density ratios. We clearly see how the dynamic
partitions adapt to the interface between the segregated
fluids, especially for the highest and lowest density ra-
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Fig. 9 Petrophysical properties for the case in Example 2, along with water saturation and polymer concentration after 1200
days of injection.
tios. Figure 8 reports the average number of linear iter-
ations per nonlinear iteration used by the two solvers.
Again, we see that adding a dynamic basis improves the
convergence rate of the linear solver except for the case
with unit density ratio. Moreover, compared with the
case with varying viscosity ratios, the relative reduc-
tion in iterations is bigger and depends more strongly
on the density ratio. For the extreme density ratios
of ρw/ρo = 50/1 and 1/50, the gravity segregation
will take place very rapidly, giving sharp fluid inter-
faces where the pressure update is nearly discontinuous.
These interfaces are nicely captured by the dynamic ba-
sis functions. In this case, we observe a slight reduction
in the number of linear iterations by recomputing the
dynamic basis functions before each nonlinear iteration
(Dp(1)).
6.2 Example 2: Polymer injection
We consider polymer injection in Layer 52 of SPE10
Model 2 with wells placed in an inverted quarter five-
spot pattern. The center well injects water at a con-
stant rate of 9.14 m3/day over a period of 2000 days,
and the four corner wells operate at fixed bottom-hole
pressures of 275 bar. The injected water will rapidly
fill the high-permeable fluvial channels. To deviate wa-
ter into the low-permeable zones, we inject a polymer
slug (5 kg/m3) from 400 to 800 days. The polymer is
assumed to mix completely with water [36], increasing
the viscosity of the injected phase from 0.3 cP to 60
cP. The polymer model also accounts for adsorption
of polymer onto the porous rock. Shear effects and in-
accessible pore space can also be accounted for in the
model, but this is for simplicity not included in the
example. See [3] for further details. The polymer ef-
fect on viscosity introduces a strong coupling between
pressure and water saturation/polymer concentration.
Figure 9 shows petrophysical properties, well positions,
water saturation and polymer concentration after 1200
days. Unlike in the previous example, the system has
compressibility and we thus use a CPR solver.
Figure 10 shows the different types of partitions we
use to generate basis functions for the CPR precondi-
tioner. The general basis consists of MsRSB basis func-
tions defined on a partition constructed by METIS [17]
with one-sided transmissibilities as edge weights. We
also consider two partitions that honor the high perme-
ability contrast and channeled structure of the reser-
voir, generated by an ad-hoc algorithm that agglomer-
ates cells into coarse blocks based on a flow indicator
[12]. The first partition uses permeability as flow indica-
tor, whereas the second uses an incompressible velocity
field computed a priori for the same grid and well setup.
For both we use MsRSB basis functions to construct
the corresponding prolongation operator. In addition,
we use well bases and a set of dynamic basis functions
with the pressure update ∆p from the previous Newton
iteration as indicator to agglomerate the grid cells.
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METIS (80) Permeability (150) Velocity (136) Wells (6) ∆p (117)
Fig. 10 Partitions for the different basis functions used in the polymer flooding in Example 2. The number of coarse cells for
each partition are indicated in parentheses. The colors show the indicator used to generate the different partitions, with the
exception of the well partition, where the actual basis functions are shown.
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Fig. 11 Average number of linear iterations per nonlinear iteration with different combinations of multiscale operators for the
CPR preconditioner in Example 2. Dp(1) indicates recomputation of dynamic basis functions before each nonlinear iteration,
whereas Dp(Inf) indicates recomputation before nonlinear iteration one and two. Percentages indicate the relative difference
between the best and worst performing solver.
Figure 11 reports the average number of linear it-
erations per nonlinear iteration for the different solvers
during three separate phases of the recovery process:
initial water injection, injection of the polymer slug,
and the final water-injection period that disperses the
injected polymer slug. The most significant reduction
in iterations comes from adding static partitions that
adapt to the high-flow channels, identified either by
permeability or single-phase velocities. Using well ba-
sis functions typically gains 3–4 iterations. This comes
at a very low computational cost, since the basis only
consists of six coarse blocks (one for each well plus one
to ensure partition of unity). The dynamic partitions
have a similar reduction effect, but are generally more
costly than the well bases. The dynamic bases reduce
the number of iterations a bit more during the poly-
mer dispersal phase, when the effective viscosity ratio
between the displaced and displacing fluid is at its high-
est. Similar to the previous example, we observe only a
slight reduction in the number of linear iterations when
recomputing the dynamic basis functions before each
nonlinear iteration (Dp(1)).
6.3 Example 3: Field model (SAIGUP)
The SAIGUP study [27] developed several realistic mod-
els of shallow-marine oil reservoirs based on data from
real shoreface deposition sites, here represented by a
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Permeability Porosity
Fig. 12 Petrophysical properties and well configuration for the SAIGUP field in Example 3.
Water saturation after initial water injection Water saturation after WAG + final water injection
Fig. 13 Water saturation before and after WAG + water injection in Example 3.
40×120×20 corner-point grid that spans a lateral area
of approximately 9× 3 km2. The model has 78,720 ac-
tive cells and describes several major faults. Permeabil-
ity and porosity follow multimodal distributions, and
the model identifies six different rock types with clearly
distinct petrophysical characteristics. The reservoir also
contains large amounts of mud-drapes that reduce the
vertical permeability. Figure 12 shows porosity and lat-
eral permeability and the location of the injection and
production wells.
We consider a water-alternating-gas (WAG) injec-
tion with six injectors operating at a constant rate and
five producers operating at constant bottom-hole pres-
sure of 50 bar. WAG is a popular enhanced oil recovery
strategy in which small volumes of water and gas are
injected in a cycle. The injected gas will dissolve into
the reservoir oil, which improves sweep efficiency and
releases much of the trapped residual oil. Water is in-
jected between the gas volumes to uphold the mobility
of the displacement front. This technique is typically
employed after an initial water flood. In our case, we
start by injecting 0.8 pore volumes of water over a pe-
riod of two years. Over the next two years we inject 0.8
pore volumes of alternating water and gas, followed by
another 0.8 pore volumes of water.
Oil and gas are slightly compressible, with quadratic
Brooks-Corey relative permeabilities. Densities and vis-
cosities are 1000, 800, and 100 kg/m3 and 1, 3, and
0.4 cP at reference pressure for the water, oil, and gas
phases, respectively. The injected solvent gas has a den-
sity of 100 kg/m3 and a viscosity of 0.5 cP, and mixes
with the reservoir oil and gas according to a modified
version of the Todd–Longstaff mixing rule [36]. This
model is the same as implemented in a commercial sim-
ulator [9]. With only reservoir oil and reservoir gas, we
have a traditional black-oil behavior, whereas the reser-
voir oil is assumed to be fully miscible with the solvent
gas when no reservoir gas is present. In the intermediate
region, we interpolate between the two extremes. The
oil/solvent mixture has much lower density and viscos-
ity than pure oil. In addition, solvent gas is assumed
to lower the residual oil saturation from Sor,i = 0.2 in
the immiscible case to Sor,m = 0.1 in the fully miscible
case. The strong coupling between solvent gas satura-
tion and reservoir fluid mobility means that the solution
is strongly affected by the solvent saturation. As a con-
sequence, the two-stage CPR preconditioner may not
be as effective as for a standard waterflooding scenario.
Figure 13 reports water saturations after initial water
injection and at the end of the simulation.
Figure 14 shows the multiscale partitions used for
the CPR preconditioner. These include a logically Carte-
sian partition and a partition generated using one-sided
transmissibilities to measure coupling strengths between
cells in the METIS graph-partitioning algorithm. These
serve as general partitions. We include a static parti-
tion to honor the large variations in permeability and
another static well partition that accounts for changes
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Fig. 14 The six different partitions used for the WAG scenario in Example 3. The number of coarse blocks for each partition
is indicated in parentheses. Colors show the indicator used to generate each partition, except for the well partition, where we
show the actual basis functions.
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Fig. 15 Number of linear iterations per nonlinear iteration used by the different CPR solvers during each of the three
production stages in Example 3. Percentages indicate the relative difference between the best and worst performing solver.
in the well control. Finally, we use two dynamic par-
titions agglomerated with the pressure update and the
solvent gas saturation from the previous nonlinear it-
eration as indicators. Based on observations from the
preceding examples, we only recompute the dynamic
basis functions after nonlinear iteration one and two in
this example. Figure 15 reports average number of lin-
ear iterations per nonlinear iteration for different com-
binations of multiscale operators. All solvers consume
significantly more iterations during the WAG and the
final water injection period. The presence of solvent gas
gives denser systems, amplified by the fact that the cou-
pling between pressure and solvent saturation increases
as the solvent gas sweeps the reservoir and mixes with
the resident fluids.
Using METIS to group cells with similar permeabil-
ities gives slightly faster convergence than a Cartesian
partition in index space. Adding extra static and/or dy-
namic partitions reduces the iterations further, and in
this particular example, adapting the static partition
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to permeability is the most effective. Trends are similar
during all three stages of the production period, but
the relative differences between the solvers are smaller
during WAG and final water injection than during the
initial water injection.
6.4 Computational efficiency
To assess the computational costs of the methods dis-
cussed above, we compare the theoretical number of
operations required for one full linear iteration. From
Equation (11), we see that this involves the following
steps:
Smooth: We use incomplete LU-factorization with zero
fill-in (ILU(0)) as our smoother. With one pressure
unknown for each of the N cells, the smoothing step
consists of solving two triangular systems and con-
sumes O(2Nd) operations, where d  N is an up-
per bound on the number of nonzero elements in
each row of A. Computing the linearized residual,
q − Ax, amounts to Nd + N operations for the
matrix-vector product and the subtraction. Updat-
ing the state vector x adds another N operations.
Restrict: This amounts to computing d` = R
`(q−Ax).
The associated cost is O(Nd + N) operations to
compute the linear residual and O(b`N) operations
for multiplication by R`. Here, b` = 1 for a finite-
volume restriction operator, whereas 1 < b`  M`
is the maximum number of basis functions with sup-
port in a single cell for a Galerkin restriction.
Solve for pc: Inverting the coarse matrix (A
`
c)
−1d typi-
cally takes O(Mp` ) operations with p ≈ 2. The worst
case is p = 3 for a dense matrix inverted by direct
Gaussian elimination.
Prolongate and update: Prolongating the coarse pres-
sure back to the fine grid, P`pc, consumes O(b`N)
operations and updating the state x adds another
N operations.
To summarize, we assume for simplicity that each of
the Np coarse partitions consists of M blocks and that
all basis functions have the same maximum overlap b.
Then, we have that one cycle involves the following
number of operations
NpO
(
(Nd+N + 2Nd+N) + (Nd+N + bN) +Mp
+ (bN +N)
) ≈ O((4d+ 2b+ 4)NpN)
if we assume that the cost of inverting the multiscale
system is negligible or of order O(N).
Updating the residual after the predictor step in-
volves multiplication of the approximated pressure ∆xp
by the first N columns and all NNc rows of J
∗ (in
which each row will have at most d nonzero elements)
and subtracting the result from the residual. All in all,
this involves O(NcNd + NcN) operations. Finally, the
corrector step consists of an ILU(0) smoothing step ap-
plied to the full system with NNc unknowns for a model
with Nc components. This system will also have ap-
proximately Nc as many nonzero elements on each row.
Updating the result gives NcN more operations. Alto-
gether, this amounts to a total of O (2dN2cN) + NcN
operations.
To sum up, given that we perform only one cycle
in the iterative multiscale multibasis solver, the cost
of one linear iteration using Np multiscale partitions is
approximately
c(Np) = N
[
Np(4d+ 2b+ 4)
+Nc(d+ 1) +Nc(2dNc + 1)
]
.
(12)
Figure 16 exemplifies the complexity analysis by report-
ing the ratio between the cost c(Np) of using Np differ-
ent multiscale partitions and the cost c(1) of using only
one multiscale partition for two different cases. In the
first case, we assume that all Np coarse partitions have
the same maximum overlap b, and that d = 15, which
is not uncommon for a realistic reservoir model with
many faults and other types of non-neighboring connec-
tions. The second case uses numbers from Example 2
discussed above. We see that the worst-case scenario
consists of problems with few components (primary un-
knowns per cell) and highly unstructured grids with
many cell neighbors. As expected, we also see that the
relative cost of using a multibasis CPR preconditioner
diminishes with increasing number of components.
7 Concluding remarks
We have reported a preliminary study of how multiple
operators that adapt to static and/or dynamic features
can improve the efficiency of multiscale-CPR precon-
ditioning in fully implicit simulators. A number of nu-
merical experiments show that one can reduce the total
number of linear iterations required to solve the full dis-
crete system by applying extra multiscale operators to
the reduced pressure system.
Adapted multiscale operators typically have few de-
grees of freedom relative to operators corresponding to
general partitions. Applying one more iteration with
such an operator to the reduced pressure system is
therefore inexpensive compared with the cost of a linear
iteration for the full system. From our simple analysis
of the operational count, we conclude that the addi-
tional cost of using multiple bases for a typical scenario
should be at most 10–15%.
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Fig. 16 The relative added computational cost for a full linear step using multiple instead of a single multiscale basis in the
approximate CPR preconditioner reported as function of the number of components, i.e., primary unknowns per cell.
Basis functions can be adapted and combined in
many different ways, and our results are somewhat in-
conclusive with respect to which specific combination is
the most effective. In general, we expect that the best
choice of multiscale operator(s) will vary from case to
case and depend on the reservoir geology (level and
type of heterogeneity), the drive mechanisms, and the
degree of coupling between pressure and the other vari-
ables. Our experiments nevertheless give strong indica-
tion that it is beneficial to add static partitions honor-
ing large permeability contrasts and/or add basis func-
tions that better resolve near-well regions. Likewise, it
also seems beneficial to add dynamic partitions adapt-
ing to pressure updates whenever these are located along
propagating fluid fronts and/or fluid phase interfaces.
Our overall conclusion is that using a multibasis CPR
preconditioner may give a 10–60% speedup compared
with using a multiscale-CPR preconditioner with only
a single set of basis functions.
Finally, we note that the idea of using dynamic ba-
sis functions may be beneficial in a predictor-corrector
solution framework where the system is first solved se-
quentially in a predictor step, and then corrected by
solving the fully implicit system using the sequential
solution as an initial guess, see e.g., [30]. In this case,
the sequential pressure solution will typically be close
to the fully implicit solution, and dynamic basis func-
tions based on this pressure may be very well suited for
a multiscale pressure solver.
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